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DISCOVER THE POWER OF ENCRYPTION
WITH ROBOT/SAVE

These companies are now forced into contacting each
and every customer and delivering the news of potential
identity theft from those lost or stolen tapes. 

Proper disaster recovery procedures dictate that you
rotate your tapes to an off-site location to make sure
they’re protected in case of disaster. However, once these
tapes leave the building, they’re out of your control. This is
the time when the data on those tapes is the most vulner-
able. For this reason, encrypting the data saved to tape
should be an important part of any disaster recovery plan. 

It’s imperative to protect the confidential data on your
backup tapes—to protect both your employees and your
customers. In addition, upper management will sleep a
lot better, knowing the company name will not appear in
the next news story about lost customer or company data.

TAPE ENCRYPTION EXPLAINED
You might well ask, “What is tape encryption?” The sim-
plest explanation is the scrambling and unscrambling
of data written to tape. Scrambling the data makes it
unreadable without the proper key (or password) to
unscramble it. 

On the System i, you can save objects encrypted in two
ways—at the hardware level or at the software level.
Cryptographic hardware resides between the operating
system and your backup device. These solutions provide
encryption at the hardware level as the data is placed on
tape. Cost becomes a factor because you need the same
hardware at your hot site or anywhere else where you
might need to restore the data. A hardware solution 

typically requires all data to be encrypted. In addition,
key management is built into the hardware or requires
an additional card for the server.

Software solutions offer more flexibility and tend to be
more user friendly. They allow you to selectively encrypt
only those files that need to be encrypted. Plus, there are
no additional hardware costs. You won’t have to worry
about advancements in tape technology or microcode
updates to your existing tape drives.

However, not all software encryption solutions are the
same. Some are faster than others. In fact, encrypting a
backup can take from 2 to 100 times longer than a regular
backup. Robot/SAVE has been benchmarked to perform
better than typical methods of saving data to a save
file, encrypting selected data, and then writing to tape.
Encrypting your data using Robot/SAVE will extend your
backup time—how much depends on the data and
processor availability. 

Some software solutions give you just the encryption/
decryption process and require you to write code to
use them. Robot/SAVE manages your entire encryption
environment, while offering:

• Ease-of-use—You don’t have to remember a long 
procedure to recover data. Robot/SAVE handles it 
automatically.

• Tape tracking—Robot/SAVE tracks which tapes 
contain encrypted objects and what tapes you used
last Thursday (or last month).

• Restore tracking—Robot/SAVE lets you know 
when files are restored to your system.

• Security—Robot/SAVE can secure who is allowed 
to change an encryption key (password).

You’ve all heard the horror stories on the news:

“Computer tapes lost! Over 2 million customers’

personal data could be compromised.” 
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WHAT SHOULD YOU ENCRYPT?
The most obvious reason companies use encryption today
is to protect sensitive data in the event of stolen or lost
tapes. Privacy laws and legislation such as the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA), and Visa’s Cardholder Information Security 
Program (CISP) also have forced companies to take
notice of this issue. In addition, company requirements
can dictate the encryption of employee and customer
information.

You need to consider what data you really need to pro-
tect through encryption. Encrypting data to tape adds
time to your backup window. Another thing to keep in
mind is that most, if not all, software solutions require
additional disk space. Encrypting unnecessary objects
(such as application programs, logical files, query defini-
tions, SQL packages, and QSYS objects) adds to the
backup time and serves no useful purpose. 

Ideally, you should encrypt at the object level, selecting
specific files that require encryption. This shortens the
save time, but uses the same amount of disk space as if
you were encrypting the entire library. Using an object
list adds to the complexity of the backup strategy, but
lessens the impact on both save time and disk space.
Backing up to a save file, then encrypting the save file
to tape, also adds complexity and will affect the recovery
time, but has the greatest impact on making your system
available more quickly for your users. Robot/SAVE object
lists and alternate sets help minimize save times, as does
backing up to a save file before saving to tape. 

ENCRYPTION LEVEL AND KEY

MANAGEMENT
Encryption can be done at various levels. The more secure
the data, the longer it will take to encrypt. Robot/SAVE
offers four levels of encryption: Proprietary, DES (Data
Encryption Standard), AES128 (Advanced Encryption 

Standard), and AES256. The Proprietary level uses
an internally defined algorithm and offers the lowest
level of encryption, but a faster backup time. AES256
is the most secure, but it will take more time.

A necessary function of any encryption solution is creating
and managing keys (or passwords). Robot/SAVE makes
key management as painless as possible—it manages
all keys for you. Encryption keys are stored in their own
library, RBSKEYLIB, which is encrypted and saved when-
ever encryption is enabled. To restore RBSKEYLIB, you
need to know the correct key. RBSKEYLIB is saved at
the highest level of encryption, no matter what level
the product is set to, so you can feel confident that your
encryption keys are safe.

RESTORATION IS STILL KEY
If you use Robot/SAVE for restoration, you don’t have to
remember which encryption key you used when you
saved an object. Robot/SAVE knows the key and automat-
ically decrypts the data during the restore process. But,
if a tape falls into the wrong hands, the encrypted files
are unreadable and cannot be restored without the cor-
rect key. If someone attempts to restore an encrypted
object using the standard IBM commands, all they see is
a tape error. 

DATA SECURITY WITH ROBOT/SAVE 
Encryption has been around longer than computers
(have you read The Da Vinci Code?), but has become
a very popular and talked about subject recently. Many
companies are looking at possible solutions to protect
their data and finding a variety of options in the market-
place. Consider the flexibility and usability of a software
solution not only at the time of the actual backup, but
also when you need to restore. With Robot/SAVE, we’ve
tried to identify all the situations where you might need
encryption and offer a friendly, integrated solution to
your encryption needs.
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